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Aut 1, Week 1: Have a go spelling 
 

Sometimes, even as grownups, we have to try 
spelling words in a few ways before we look to 
see which one looks correct. 
 
 

Your job is to work out which of these spellings 
is correct and then learn the spelling for the test 
next week. 
 

REMEMBER: 
CHECK you chose the correct spelling, so you 
learn the correct spelling. Look online or in a 

dictionary. 
 

1. accident? acidant? axident? 
2. akchul? actual? achool?  
3. adres? addres? address? 
4. answer? rnser? arenser? 
5. appeer? appear? appeer? 
6. arrive? arighv? arrive? 
7. beleeve? believe? balieve? 
8. bysicle? bisicle? bicycle? 
9. breath? bref? breth? 
10. breev? breave? breathe? 
 

CHALLENGE: Put 5 of the words into sentences. 
Can you fit several words into the same 
sentence? 
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Aut 1, Week 2: ‘sure’ 
 

1. treasure 
2. treasured 
3. measure 
4. measurement 
5. pleasure 
6. displeasure 
7. closure 
8. enclosure 
9. sure 
10. unsure 
 

CHALLENGE: Look for some other ‘sure’ words. 
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Aut 1. Week 3: Curriculum Words 
 

By the end of Year 3, we aim for the children to 
be able to spell half of the 109 3/4 curriculum 
words. By the end of year 4, we aim for them to 
spell all 109 words. 

Build, busy, business and certain are on the list, 
but lots of words can be made from using these 
words as the root word. 

1. build 
2. builder 
3. building 
4. rebuild 
5. busy 
6. business 
7. businesses 
8. certain 
9. certainty 
10. uncertain 
 

CHALLENGE: Put 5 of the words into sentences. 
Can you fit several words into the same 
sentence? 
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Aut 1, Week 4: Homophones 
 

A homophone is a word that sounds the 
same, but is usually spelled different and 
have different meanings. E.g. 
 

break  / brake  

 

1. peace    / piece  

2. main (most important)/ mane  

3. ate  / eight  

4. weigh / way  

5. weight / wait  

6. rain     / reign  / rein  

7. fare / fair  

8. your (belongs to you) 

    you’re (short for ‘you are’) 

9. their (belonging to more than 1 person) 

    there (where/position) 

    they’re (short for ‘they are’) 

 

CHALLENGE: Find some more homophones 
and explain what each one means. 
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Aut 1. Week 5: Curriculum Words 
 

By the end of Year 3, we aim for the children to 
be able to spell half of the 109 3/4 curriculum 
words. By the end of year 4, we aim for them to 
spell all 109 words. 

Circle, complete, consider and continue are on 
the list, but lots of words can be made from 
using these words as the root word. 

1. circle 
2. circling 
3. complete 
4. incomplete 
5. consider 
6. considerate 
7. consideration 
8. continue 
9. continuing 
10. continuity 
 

CHALLENGE: Put 5 of the words into sentences. 
Can you fit several words into the same 
sentence? 

. 
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Aut 1. Week 6: Curriculum Words 
 

By the end of Year 3, we aim for the children to 
be able to spell half of the 109 3/4 curriculum 
words. By the end of year 4, we aim for them to 
spell all 109 words. 

Decide, describe and different are on the list, but 
lots of words can be made from using these 
words as the root word. 

1. decide 
2. deciding 
3. decision 
4. undecided 
5. describe 
6. description 
7. indescribable 
8. different 
9. indifferent 
10. difference 
 

CHALLENGE: Put 5 of the words into sentences. 
Can you fit several words into the same 
sentence? 

. 
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Aut 1, Week 7: Recap 
 

Practise the words we’ve learned over this half term. We will test you on a random 10 of them. 
 

A little advice: practise the ones that you have found the trickiest. 
 

This half term, we have learned… 

1. accident 
2. actual  
3. address 
4. answer 
5. appear 
6. arrive 
7. believe 
8. bicycle 
9. breath 
10. breathe 
11. treasure 
12. treasured 
13. measure 
14. measurement 
15. pleasure 
16. displeasure 
17. closure 
18. enclosure 
19. sure 
20. unsure 
21. build 
22. builder 
23. building 
24. rebuild 
25. busy 
26. business 
27. businesses 
28. certain 
29. certainty 
30. uncertain 

31. peace    / piece  

32. main   / mane  

33. ate  / eight  

 

34. weigh / way  

35. weight / wait  

36. rain    / reign / rein  

37. fare / fair  
38. your (belongs to you) 
39. you’re (short for ‘you are’) 
40. their (belonging to more than 1 person) 
41. there (where/position) 
42. they’re (short for ‘they are’) 
42. circle 
43. circling 
44. complete 
45. incomplete 
46. consider 
47. considerate 
48. consideration 
49. continue 
50. continuing 
51. continuity 
52. decide 
53. deciding 
54. decision 
55. undecided 
56. describe 
57. description 
58. indescribable 
59. different 
60. indifferent 
61. difference 
 

CHALLENGE: Put 5 of the words into sentences. 
Can you fit several words into the same  
sentence? 
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